Patterns of Variation in the Seed Morphology of *Iva annua* var. *macrocarpa*, an Extinct North American Domesticate
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**Abstract** Using measurements from archaeological achenes of the extinct North American cultigen marshelder (*Iva annua* var. *macrocarpa* [S.F. Blake] R.C. Jackson), we quantitatively explore patterns of variation of fruit length and width across mid-continental North America. Linear regression shows that while achene length and width increase significantly over time (length: \(p\)-value<0.0001, \(b=126.04, r^2=0.1037\), width: \(p\)-value<0.0001, \(b=-230.85, r^2=0.0964\)), overall, regions tend to show more variation. A high incidence of phenotypic variation among domesticated marshelder as measured by coefficient of variation may be a result of introgression with wild stands. An ANOVA Tukey post-hoc analysis of archaeological site samples resulted in homogeneous subsets which correspond to region with some overlap, interpreted as a cline. These results and the low numbers of wild-sized achenes in archaeological marshelder samples of eastern Kentucky support human introduction of domesticated marshelder into this region. Marshelder in the archaeological record reflects the long-standing mixed economies of hunting-gathering and agriculture used by indigenous communities of eastern North America.
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**Introduction**

While Volney Jones and Melvin Gilmore were the first scholars to present strong evidence for the “Eastern Agricultural Complex” (EAC) originally proposed by Linton (1924), Richard A. Yarnell pushed this research forward by accumulating a large paleoethnobotanical database in which he was able to identify patterns across time and space. As part of this effort, he adopted the procedure of regularly measuring seeds and fruits to identify morphological correlates of domestication in plants native to eastern North America. Yarnell used average lengths of achenes (the dry fruit type characteristic of the aster family, Asteraceae) from the handful of sites available at the time to demonstrate the domesticate status of the weedy annual marshelder or sumpweed (*Iva annua* L.; in its domesticated form known as *I. annua* L. var. *macrocarpa* [S.F. Blake] R.C. Jackson). Marshelder achene size increased over time in eastern North America (Blake 1939; Jackson 1960; Smith et al. 1992; Yarnell 1972; Yarnell 1981), quickly surpassing maximum wild dimensions (4.5 mm) in the Late Archaic period (5000 to 3000 BP) and increasing gradually thereafter.

This study builds on Yarnell’s legacy of using seed morphology to detect overall patterns in the domestication process. However, whereas Yarnell was primarily concerned with the effects of natural selection on average seed and fruit size under domestication, we focus instead on variation in these traits. As Yarnell (1981) notes, there are some exceptions to the trend of increasing mean achene size. Rather than being considered problematic, however, these anomalies can be used to better understand the large-scale cultural behavior that drove selection in prehistoric gardens and fields. For example, phenotypic variability in traits such as seed size is expected to decline as the gene pool of the domesticate becomes increasingly isolated from that of the parent population, but ongoing hybridization...
may interfere with this process (Allaby 2010). In contrast, imported seedstock might be highly uniform morphologically when first introduced, with subsequent gene flow dependent upon human agency.

To explore this variability, we analyze data from Central Lowland sites in central and southern Illinois, Ozark Plateaus sites in Arkansas and Missouri, Interior Low Plateaus sites in Kentucky and Tennessee, and Appalachian Plateau sites, mostly from the Cumberland Escarpment in Kentucky (Figure 1). In doing so, we can take advantage of the reports, notes, and publications that have accumulated since Yarnell wrote his piece on sunflower and sumpweed achene size in the first volume of the Journal of Ethnobiology in 1981, and more can be said using quantitative methods to analyze these measurements. We use statistics to examine trends in average marshelder achene dimensions over time to further characterize the patterns identified in Yarnell’s work (1972, 1981). We also consider the effects that reproductive isolation of a small initial gene pool might have had on the rate of change and range of variation in achene dimensions. These patterns may be useful for differentiating between cases of in situ gradual domestication and introduction of imported seedstock into new locations.

Figure 1 Map of select sites discussed and their accompanying geophysical regions. Blue=Ozark Plateaus, Green=Central Lowlands, Purple=Interior Low Plateau, Orange=Appalachian Plateau sites, mostly located in the Cumberland Escarpment. (Basemap: National Geographic, i-cubed 2013)
Seed and Fruit Morphology of *Iva annua*

Seed morphology can provide domestication researchers with much-needed information about the rates of change, patterns, and diffusion of domesticates (Fuller et al. 2012; Gremillion 1993; Harlan et al. 1973; Mueller 2017; Smith 1985; Yarnell 1981). Phenotypic change observed in archaeobotanical evidence represents the genetic biophysical imprint resulting from the selective environment created by long-term human adaptive strategies. Tracking this domestication process through morphological changes in the phenotype creates a window through which archaeologists can view the selective pressures created by prehistoric populations’ interactions with plants. Researchers have undertaken analyses of this kind for several of the native crop plants known as the EAC. Several of these plants exhibit traits characteristic of the adaptive syndrome of domestication (Fuller 2007; Harlan et al. 1973), such as increased seed and fruit size and reduction of structures that inhibit germination (Gremillion 1993; Mueller 2017; Smith 2006; Yarnell 1972). Seed size is believed to be under relatively strong selection in human-modified habitats because of competition between seedlings that favors rapid germination and large reserves of food for early growth (Harlan et al. 1973), and the differing selective effects of germination in the richer, less risky environments created by anthropogenic landscapes and agroecosystems (Leishmann et al. 2001).

Among the EAC crops that demonstrate this trend is the weedy annual marshelder, which was most likely grown for its protein-rich oily kernels. Over 50 years of study has demonstrated that selection for larger kernels and surrounding achenes took place under human influence between roughly 3620 and 600 years cal BP. The domesticated form of marshelder declined in human use in the Late Prehistoric around 600 cal BP, eventually becoming extinct, probably due to disuse and introgression with wild populations of this wind-pollinated species. Wild marshelder, before its domestication—as today—had an average achene length of around 3 mm, never surpassing 4.5 mm (for an exception, see Mueller et al. 2017), whereas domesticated marshelder often reached 9 mm, frequently documented with a mean sample length of 6 mm in archaeological samples (Yarnell 1972, 1981). Smith (1992) has demarcated the minimum measurement to consider marshelder domesticated at a mean of 4.0–4.2 mm long in an archaeological context.

The earliest evidence of wild marshelder in an archaeological context comes from the Titterington phase of the Koster Site in the Illinois River valley and dates to 6055 cal BP (Asch and Ash 1978). Mean length and width for these achenes fall well within the wild size range (2.3 x 1.9 mm, n length=284, n width=340) and well below the domesticate cutoff of 4.0–4.2 mm. Other early examples from Illinois include the Cahokia Interpretive Center Tract (ICT) site (3321 BP) (Nassaney et al. 1982), and Titus Horizon 2 (3335 BP) (Asch and Asch 1978). These findings indicate that free-living marshelder was present locally in the Central Lowlands, as it is today, a frequent colonizer of disturbed floodplain soils and anthropogenic habitats (Asch and Asch 1978; Smith 1992).

The earliest evidence for domesticated marshelder is from 44 achenes from Feature 20 at Napoleon Hollow, dated to 3920 ± 40 cal BP (Smith and Yarnell 2009). These specimens averaged 4.2 mm in length. Domesticated marshelder achenes at Napoleon Hollow and Riverton (3370 ± 40 cal BP) sites in Illinois predate its first appearance on the Appalachian Plateau of eastern Kentucky, which comes from the Hooton Hollow rock shelter and has been directly dated to 3315 cal BP (Gremillion 1996). The scarcity of marshelder in modern Appalachian Plateau flora (Black 1963, Cowan 1985) and the lack of wild-size marshelder from archaeological collections suggest that human intervention brought marshelder to the Appalachian Plateau, already in domesticated form. Black (1963) and Cowan (1985) claimed that there were no modern wild stands in Kentucky. But, these publications predate electronic sources such as the USDA PLANTS (USDA, NRCS 2017) website and many plant guides using updated surveys. While such sources correctly identify the presence of modern wild marshelder in many counties in states formerly thought to be outside its natural range, a systematic literature and herbarium review has yet to be executed detailing wild marshelder’s modern ubiquity and density in various regions. It seems that marshelder stands exist in the Appalachian Plateau, but not as densely or ubiquitously as in locations in the Ozark Plateaus (Natalie Mueller, personal communication). It is also difficult to determine what the existence of modern wild stands of marshelder means in terms of their prehistoric distribution. Some anecdotal evidence that has yet to be tested points to marshelder’s
existence close to archaeological sites, which may represent remnant populations from human plantings. If this interpretation is accurate, the expanded metric database for marshelder should reveal the following patterns:

1. New data will support the inference that selection under human management drove an increase in achene length and a reduction of variance in this characteristic over time.

2. In locations where marshelder was domesticated from wild populations, or where domesticated marshelder was introduced into areas with wild populations, the trend to increased achene size and reduction of variability in this trait will be inhibited by ongoing hybridization.

3. In locations where marshelder was introduced as a domesticate, and wild marshelder was absent, variation in achene size should be relatively low because of reproductive isolation from wild populations. There should be a directional trend to larger achenes and low variability compared to locations where marshelder was domesticated from wild populations.

4. Each regional population should have an achene size distribution, forming a geographical cline with domesticated marshelder in adjacent regions.

**Materials and Methods**

To evaluate this model of marshelder domestication, we have assembled a body of metric data from the mid-continental United States. This area has the longest history of systematically-collected plant remains and includes sites both within and outside the densest areas of marshelder’s modern natural range (Black 1963; USDA, NRCS 2017). This study incorporates raw data gleaned from site reports and published literature and uses averages and ranges of assemblages when raw measurements were not available. Small samples (i.e., < 20 n) were useful for mean length and width but in some cases, yielded a coefficient of variation (CV) that was probably artificially high. Sample sizes were most useful for all tests used when they neared 100 n. In addition to publications (Supplemental Table 1), some measurements were gleaned from notes of the second author and spreadsheets compiled by George Crothers (also available in Supplemental Table 1). Crothers and Faulkner (1991) reported statistical analyses of marshelder at the Society of Ethnobiology Conference and graciously allowed us to make use of their unpublished data compiled for this presentation. In the case of Courthouse Rock, Kentucky, Weiland (2013) used a dissecting microscope with a reticle eyepiece at a magnification of 10x, which allowed for accuracy of measurement to 0.1 mm. Desiccated, uncarbonized achenes were measured at the longest part along the center, from the proximal hilum to the distal end of the fruit. Width was measured at the widest section of these relatively flat fruits. Published works did not always describe methods of measurement, but as these are fairly straightforward we believe they are comparable. For carbonized remains from published works that did not already use a correction factor, we used the Asch and Asch (first described in Stafford et al. 1985) method to correct carbonized measurements to approximate fresh achene and kernel measurements. Per this method, achene length and width were divided by 0.90. For kernels without surrounding achene, the following formulas were followed to replicate uncarbonized seeds with achenes still attached: 1) Uncarbonized achene length=1.36 x (carbonized kernel length) + 0.17 mm; 2) Uncarbonized achene width=1.45 x (carbonized kernel width) – 0.06 mm. We analyze temporal trends and patterns of variation using ANOVA with post-hoc analysis, linear regression, and comparing CV. Quantitative analysis and graphic representations were made using R Studio 1.0.153. Different sets and subsets of our data were used based on the requirements of each analysis or figure. Linear regressions using site mean (Figures 2A and 2B) required a radiocarbon date associated with the marshelder sample (n=17). Linear regressions using individual achene measurements (Figures 2C and 2D) required length and width measurements for all achenes and radiocarbon dates associated with the marshelder sample: n=994 from 11 sites. The ANOVAs testing period and region required individual achene measurements in samples exceeding 20 achenes and a context directly assigned a period by the excavators: n=994 from 11 sites. Determining CV and 95% confidence intervals required that mean, n, and standard deviation (SD) be reported by analysts in samples exceeding 20 achenes: ten archaeological sites and 12 modern stands were used. Figures 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B showing achene length in relation to period and region required a site mean and a context directly assigned a period by the excavators: n=50.
Figure 2 Linear regressions of site mean achene measurements vs. years calibrated BP (A, B), and individual achene measurements vs. years calibrated BP (C, D). Blue lines represent slope (b), and gray areas represent 95% confidence interval. A) Linear regression for mean site achene length vs. years calibrated BP (n=17, t=-3.624, p-value=0.0025, b=-666.9, $r^2=0.4669$) B) Linear regression for mean site achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=17, t=-3.187, p-value<0.00612, b=-959.9, $r^2=0.4037$) C) Linear regression for achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=994, t=-10.71, p-value<0.0001, b=-126.04, $r^2=0.1037$) D) Linear regression for achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=994, t=-10.26, p-value<0.0001, b=-230.85, $r^2=0.0964$).
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**Figure 2** Linear regressions of site mean achene measurements vs. years calibrated BP (A, B), and individual achene measurements vs. years calibrated BP (C, D). Blue lines represent slope (b), and gray areas represent 95% confidence interval. A) Linear regression for mean site achene length vs. years calibrated BP (n=17, t=-3.624, p-value=0.0025, b=-666.9, \( r^2 = 0.4669 \)) B) Linear regression for mean site achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=17, t=-3.187, p-value<0.00612, b=-959.9, \( r^2 = 0.4037 \)) C) Linear regression for achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=994, t=-10.71, p-value<0.0001, b=-126.04, \( r^2 = 0.1037 \)) D) Linear regression for achene width vs. years calibrated BP (n=994, t=-10.26, p-value<0.0001, b=-230.85, \( r^2 = 0.0964 \)).
Radiocarbon Dates
All dates are radiocarbon laboratory results calibrated in OxCal 4.2 Online (Bronk Ramsey 2010), using the median and its two-sigma range. The presentation of this median rather than the range is used for input into statistical programs, and retained throughout the text for coherence. One exception to these calibrated radiocarbon dates is Thor’s Hammer, whose single radiocarbon date (from surface material) is inconsistent with archaeological indicators that point to an Early Late Woodland period occupation. For this reason, Thor’s Hammer has been assigned the Early Woodland date of 1350 BP, so that its raw measurements could be incorporated into the regressions below.

Results
We used linear regression to assess the statistical significance and rate of change in seed length and width over time for the 17 samples for which radiocarbon samples and site means were available. The closeness of fit of multiple measurements, expressed in the coefficient of determination ($r^2$), shows how much of an effect chronological placement in years cal BP has on seed length and width. First, we tested whether length and width consistently had an effect on the other to see whether they indeed seemed to be evolving at the same rate. The fit was highly significant ($p$-value<0.001), at $r^2$=0.89. The slope with width on the y-axis was $b$=1.46, and similarly, the covariance between length and width was consistent at all quartiles at 1.22. Length ($n=17$, $t$=-3.624, $p$-value=0.0025, $b$=-666.9, $r^2$=0.4669) and width ($n=17$, $t$=-3.187, $p$-value<0.00612, $b$=-959.9, $r^2$=0.4037) of marshelder achenes both increased statistically significantly, albeit gradually, over time (Figures 2A and 2B). Chronological placement explains about 40% of the variation in size. Notice that although length and width correlate neatly in the other tests, when plotted directly against calibrated years BP, the rates of change expressed in the beta, or slope, differ notably. When interpreted literally, it would take an average of 667 years for marshelder achenes to grow one millimeter longer, while it would take an average of 960 years for achenes to grow one millimeter wider.

Because means can mask variation, we performed a similar analysis using individual achene measurements, which were available from 11 sites (Figure 2C and 2D). For this set of samples—a smaller subset of the previous set of 17—length and width were not as good a fit to a linear regression when set against the other. Although highly significant, ($p$-value<0.0001), the coefficient of determination was much lower, at $r^2$=0.3387. The slope was $b$=0.038 and they covaried at all quartiles at 0.7362. Using these raw seed lengths and widths, time accounted for only about 10% of the variation in length ($n=994$, $t$=-10.71, $p$-value<0.0001, $b$=-126.04, $r^2$=0.1037) and width ($n=994$, $t$=-10.26, $p$-value<0.0001, $b$=-230.85, $r^2$=0.0964). The slope, interpreted as rate of change over years BP, was much lower than with the site means, at 126 years to grow a millimeter longer, and 231 years to grow a millimeter wider. Average achene size therefore does increase significantly over time throughout the region, although it is only weakly correlated with time of deposition. Perhaps this is why Yarnell (1981) found that (achene length) x (achene width) was not always an accurate predictor of temporal placement. In our analysis, change in average achene size across time is a proxy for the evolutionary forces resulting from human intervention. In other words, time as measured in calibrated years BP, while not causal in and of itself, we use as a causal variable in our regressions. We assume that residual variation in size is due to regional, microclimatological, and seasonal effects such as average temperature, average rainfall, exposure to sunlight, and time of harvesting. Such variables have the ability to affect plastic traits during seed and fruit development and may explain the relatively poor fit of achene metrics to the slope of the regression. Sources of variation other than calibrated years before present could also include taphonomic factors from depositional contexts to recovery techniques. Another reason for the poor fit may be ongoing gene flow from free-living wild marshelder populations. Sympatric wild populations would likely have frequently contributed their windborne pollen to plants growing in garden plots. We explore these possibilities further in the next section.

To assess patterns of size variation across time and space, we divided sites with marshelder into four regions: Appalachian Plateau, which includes the Cumberland Escarpment and two samples from the Carolinas; Inland Low Plateau, which includes western Kentucky and Tennessee; Central Lowlands, which includes the lower Illinois River valley and the American Bottom; and the Ozark Plateaus which include sites from Missouri and Arkansas. The sample size of mean lengths from each of Yarnell’s 23 sites (1981) was increased to 50 by using his same sites,
**Figure 3** A) Boxplot on strip chart of mean site achene length by archaeological period. Boxplots show mean, interquartile range, and outliers of multiple sites per period (n=50) B) Strip chart of mean site achene length by archaeological period (n=50).
incorporating new data, then assigning a period, as radiocarbon dates were not readily available for most site contexts. Although some sites had multiple components, measurements were taken only from features with the period designation assigned by the excavators. It becomes immediately evident from plotting achene length (Figures 3A, 3B) that the extreme differences between early wild-sized achenes in Illinois, and later domesticates from throughout the region, has a large influence on the linear regression of achene size against time and the appearance of the trend. Regional trends outside of the Central Lowland sites are not as pronounced as our regression analysis implies, and each has its own trajectory over time. Domestication of marshelder and subsequent diffusion to other regions anthropogenically should result in each region having its own typical achene size distribution. Domesticated marshelder would then form a cline with domesticated populations in adjacent regions. This hypothesis was tested by comparing the distributions of individual achene lengths in various samples. An ANOVA Tukey post-hoc analysis revealed homogeneous subsets of sites mostly along regional lines (Supplemental Table 2, Figures 4A and 4B). Appalachian Plateau sites Cloudsplitter, Hooton Hollow, and Newt Kash have similar distributions, then Newt Kash overlaps with Thor’s Hammer, Courthouse Rock, and Rogers/Haystack. Interior Low Plateau sites are also in the same homogeneous subset, with Salts Cave (Middle), Salts Cave (Upper), and Big Bone Cave all overlapping, and encompassing Cold Oak from the Appalachian Plateau. Salts Cave (Middle) overlaps with many of the Appalachian Plateau sites as well. Smiling Dan, IL, overlaps with the Appalachian Plateau sites of Hooton Hollow and Cloudsplitter. Together these homogeneous subsets resemble and are interpreted as a cline. Alred Bluff, Arkansas, Collins, Missouri, and Cahokia-ICT, Illinois are all outliers to this apparent cline. In the case of Terminal Archaic features from Cahokia-ICT, the presence of wild-type marshelder explains its outlier status and contrast with the Middle Woodland Smiling Dan site in the same region. Reasons for the separation of values from the two Ozarks sites are not clear. However, the high-value end of the frequency distributions for Interior Low Plateau overlaps with the low-value end for the Appalachian Plateau. This pattern suggests variation across a geographical cline, as would occur in the case of gene flow between adjacent populations of domesticated marshelder. A more macro-scale ANOVA testing the effect of region on achene size reveals a similar pattern, albeit with less nuance and variation. Each region is distinct from the others (p-value<0.0001), except when comparing measurements from Interior Low Plateau sites to Appalachian Plateau sites (p-value=0.9564) (see Figures 4A and 4B for visual representation). We hypothesized that seed size would show a trend towards decreased variation within each region that parallels the intensifying selective pressure of domestication and, in some areas, the absence of gene flow with wild populations. Coefficients of variation (CVs) with 95% confidence intervals (Steel and Torrie 1980; Verill 2013, Verill and Johnson 2007) were compared to show how phenotypic variability differs by site, region, time period, and domesticate status. A linear regression of CV against years Cal BP proved not to be significant, (p-value=0.5996, r²=0.0259) with the sites used, showing that CV of phenotype does not reflect a reduction of achene size variation in any of the sampled sub-regions. Modern wild populations (Asch and Asch 1978) are not too different in CV than their archaeological counterparts (Figure 5). The CV for Cahokia-ICT is much higher than that recorded for some of the modern wild populations.

Although mean achene size increases over time, the regression analysis shows that intrapopulational phenotypic variation in marshelder achene size does not decrease as predicted and does not differ between domesticated and wild types found archaeologically. Modern wild populations gathered from single stands can serve as a baseline that should capture variation as it exists in a particular time and place, eliminating the possibility that multiple populations are being sampled (Figure 5). One obvious exception is the Terminal Archaic site of Cahokia-ICT. This site, again, is one of the earlier ones represented in the Central Lowlands, and the variation observed seems to be due to the presence of both wild and domesticated size achenes in the sample. Alred Bluff is within the range of variation of modern harvested stands, but the mean of marshelder lengths is second highest. Fluctuations in variation of achene size are either due to introgression between wild and domesticated stands, archaeobotanical preservation, and/or problematic sampling between time periods. It is assumed that introgression in this case would result in the simultaneous existence of both the wild and domesticate form. Archaeobotanical preservation is nearly impossible to control for in this regard. Although there is no evidence that either Cahokia-
Figure 4 A) Density of various lengths of marshelder by region based on site means ($n=50$). B) Boxplot of mean site achene length by region ($n=50$). Boxplots show mean, interquartile range, and outliers of multiple sites per region.
Figure 5 Coefficient of variation (CV) for length of marshelder achenes with 95% confidence intervals. Hollow circles indicate CV; vertical lines represent the range between upper and lower 95% confidence intervals of CV.
ICT or Alred Bluff had issues, problematic sampling and reporting are difficult to control for when using secondary data sets. Admittedly, determining what a sample represents is at the core of the difficulty in using CV as a measure of domestication patterns. Even in features where disturbance, sampling, and radiocarbon dates are not problematic, difficulty exists. Does the archaeological sample represent a single deposit from one plant at one collection site, or does it represent multiple deposits from one or two hundred years of collection from many stands located in many different microclimates? CV, therefore, may be measuring any one of these scenarios, and not providing information about introgression or isolation. If marshelder measurements are assigned specific provenience and exist in a distinct temporal frame, then it is more likely to measure introgression.

If it is introgression causing the high CV in Alred Bluff and Cahokia-ICT samples, then this provides more evidence for human introduction of marshelder into the Appalachian Plateau and Interior Low Plateau. The relatively low CVs of Appalachian Plateau samples may indicate a lack of introgression, meaning that there were no wild stands with which to cross-pollinate. If there were few to no wild stands in the Appalachian Plateau, which seems likely given wild marshelder’s infrequent occurrences that far east today and the lack of wild-sized achenes in archaeological collections, then it is likely marshelder was introduced either through migration or cultural diffusion into that region. If the archaeological record of the Appalachian Plateau instead showed the wild form of marshelder spreading out of its natural range to new areas, we could argue for an unintended introduction, or a gradual evolutionary trajectory following a polyphyletic version of the floodplain weed theory of domestication. However, available evidence points to the process described in the floodplain weed theory (Anderson 1956; Harris 1990; Smith 1992) taking place elsewhere.

Discussion

While larger achenes are a trend, circumstances leading to larger marshelder achenes are not the same across eastern North America. Some sites exist outside of the neat homogeneous subsets (Supplemental Table 2). Alred Bluff, Arkansas and Collins, Missouri sites are outliers in the Ozark Plateaus, while Cahokia-ICT, Illinois is an outlier from the Central Lowlands. These three sites could have introgressed with wild stands in the natural range of wild marshelder, while the overlap between the Appalachian Plateau and Interior Low Plateau represents a similarity between domesticated marshelder populations, perhaps cross-pollinating somewhere in central Kentucky, where the two domesticates came into contact, creating a cline of domesticated marshelder.

Marshelder is not abundant in the modern Appalachian Plateau. Modern distribution has been extrapolated to prehistory (Black 1963), implying a later introduction either by humans or flooding (Smith et al. 1992). Marshelder introduction to the Appalachian Plateau can be explained by one of the three following scenarios: 1) domesticated marshelder from the west was imported through human diffusion or migration, and maintained in its domesticate form; 2) wild-sized marshelder from the west was imported through human diffusion or migration, and plants responded to the new environment with larger achene size; or 3) wild-sized achene bearing plants were dispersed from the west without human intervention, and plants responded to the new environment with larger achene size.

The first scenario seems most likely. The stability of achene size over time in the Appalachian Plateau with no dramatic increase in size supports the hypotheses of a human introduction of an already-domesticated marshelder. Similarly, the comparatively “normal” CV provides evidence for a relatively homogenous population. This homogeneity is expected given the assumed lack of wild stands of marshelder in the Appalachian Plateau, which would have prevented gene flow and introgression between populations. Unless there was a rapid and expansive selection against the wild form of marshelder, the expectation for the second two scenarios would be that wild plants responding to the new environment would phenotypically exhibit a mixture of traits characteristic of both wild and domesticated forms. Therefore, we would expect a very high CV, which we do not observe in the Appalachian Plateau.

Allaby’s (2010:938) observation that domestication may not be possible without translocation of the plant out of its biogeographical range is most interesting for this discussion. Is it possible that marshelder had to be imported into the geographic isolation of the Appalachian Plateau or elsewhere before it could be domesticated? Could it have its natural range in the Illinois River Valley, and other parts of the Mississippi River drainage, but achieve full domestication only after a bottleneck in a
geographically isolated region? Domestication of plants necessitates some level geographic isolation, but rarely reproductive isolation to the point of speciation (Harlan et al. 1973). There is no evidence that intensive harvesting of wild stands alone can have a genetic effect on populations of plants selected by humans (Harlan et al. 1973; Yarnell 1972). Therefore, there must be some level of intentionality to the domestication process, either by: 1) moving a plant from its natural range; 2) changing the selective environment through land management; or 3) intentionally isolating domesticates from their wild relatives through garden plot location or harvesting practices.

Conclusion
Regardless of the origins of domesticated marshelder, the fact remains that it is ubiquitous in archaeological deposits that span multiple cultures and multiple subsistence strategies from the Late Archaic through the Late Prehistoric. Marshelder is found in contexts representing a range of social forms, from the seminomadic peoples of eastern Kentucky to the great Cahokian polity. Evidence suggests that it played a role in both immediate-return and delayed-return economies (Woodburn 1982) and in contexts associated with hunter-gatherers and agriculturalists as classically defined. Most of the societies using domesticated marshelder, however, belong to the “middle ground” of mixed subsistence strategies such as the “low-level food production” that characterizes a great deal of the prehistory of eastern North America, beginning in the Late Archaic (Smith 2001). This reliance upon some crops that have been incorporated into a general hunting-gathering subsistence strategy is problematic for any attempt to replicate a unilineal model of food production. The archaeological record in general and seed morphology specifically contradict this stage of mixed economy as merely transitional. Rather, evolution of marshelder achene size implies relatively large-scale manipulations of the landscape by people utilizing this crop.
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